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One of the widespread cohomology theories applicable in sufficiently wide categories

of topological spaces is the Alexandrov-Cech theory [6],[7],[9J. Some other theories are equiva-

lent to Alexandrov-Cech theory as Alexander-Spanier theory [2],[12],[I3] and the Vietorii theory

[3],[14]. The Alexandrov-Cech homology theory on the category of topological spaces satisfies all

axioms of the homology theory except one; namely, the exactness axiom. The lack of this axiom

partially explains why advantageous use has been made of the cohomology groups in whole series

of problems.

Any relation between the elements of a set X and the elements of a set Y is associated
with two simplicial complexes M and L. A simplex of M (of L) is a finite set of element of X

(of Y) related to a common element of Y (of X). In particular, the relation of being an element
of a set of a covering is a relation between the points of a space and the sets of the coverings
of the space. One of the complexes associated with this relation is the nerve of the covering, its
A'-homology and JT-cohomology groups are used in the present work to define the Alexandrov-
Cech iT-homology and if-cohomology groups of the space. The other associated complex is the
Vtetoris complex, which has points of the space as its vertices, is used in defining the Vietaris
K -homology and Alexander K -cohomology groups. It is proved that the nerve and the Vietoris
complexes of any covering of the space have isomorphic K -homology and Jf-cohomology groups.
Therefore, the Alexandrov-Cech JT-homology [if-cohomology] and the Vietaries A'-homology
[Alexander /C-cohomology] constructions of relations are isomorphic. Moreover, we show that
the Alexandrov-Cech if-cohomology construction of relations, based cm the system of all locally-
finite open coverings, is a contravariant 6-functor [9].

ABSTRACT

One of the important homology [cohomology] theories, based on systems of covering
of the space, is the homology {cohomology] theory of relations defined by CH. Dowker [8]. In
the present work, by using the idea of A'-homology and Jf-cohomology groups [1].[5], different
varieties of the Dowker's theory are introduced and studied. These constructions are defined on the
category of pairs of topological spaces and over a pair of coefficient groups.
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1. K-HOMOLOGY AND K-COHOMOLOGY GROUPS OF RELATION

In this article some varieties of JC-homology and K -cohomology groups are introduced.

Let A' be a locally-finite simplicial complex, p a non-negative integer, and (G, G1) a
pair of commutative groups. Denote by Q the category of the pairs of topological spaces and their
continuous maps. Consider that tl{X,A) is the directed set, under the refinement relation [9],
of all locally-finite open coverings a - (01 ,02) of(X,A) € Q. Let La - (La, , !**) and
A/,, • ( Mm, Mtn) be the nerve and the Vietoris pair of a, respectively [4],[8]. Note that L ^ is a
locally-finite complex but it is not necessary that Af̂ , to be so.

Consider the group Cp(L O l ) [C(La , ) ] of thep-dimensional A"-chains [ff-cochains] of

Lai over(G,G') , i .e . an element x,[a;'>] o f C ^ d a , ) [ C ( L « , ) ] is a collection { i r } [ { * r } ] of

(p + dr) -dimensional chains xT [cochains xT) of Lm over G such that the coefficients of x T [ i T ]

belong to G for almost all simplexes r € K, where dr denotes the dimension dim r. Denote

by Cp( La) [ C ( La)] the group of the p-dimensional IT-chains [K -cochains] of the pair La over

T



and

(G, (7), [9]. The boundary and coboundaiy maps:

0:CVL«)-»4-i(£a) <"* S:

are defined by

where

[T,O] denotes incidence number, dim a • dimr — 1, and dim p - dim T + 1, [1],{S]. The
ff-homology [if-cohomology] group Hr( La) [ H*{ L«)] of La over (G, <7) is the homology [co-
homology] group of the chain [cochain] complex {Cp{ L»), d}[ {(Pi. La), 6}].

In order to define the JC-homology and if-cohomology groups of the pair Ma, consider
the direct system {MM = (Ma,*, Ma,.), A (a)} under the inclusion relation, where Maa denotes
an arbitrary star-finite subpair of AfB. and a < 4 in A ( a) if there is an inclusion pJ : M&, C Mai,.
The K -homology [JC-cohomology] group of Ma over (C, C ) is the direct [inverse] limit group;

Lcto < p in tl(X, A). The projection on (X,A) is the relation map IT : (X,A,0u(h,e,e) ->
(X,A,ai,oi2,E,e) which is the identity on X and maps each u £ fit to an element t E a ,
for which ti C v and such that whenever u € ft,u£ a j , [8]! This map defines contiguous
simplicial maps *pa : Lp —t La and *>, : Af̂  —» Ma. Then the induced homomorphisms

Hp(Lj,) -* H,(La) and tjja. : Hp(Mp) -t Hf{Ma) are uniquely defined. Denote by
i4) and S%(X,A) the inverse spectrums { £ , ( £ . ) , * £ » } and {flp<M,),**«.}. respec-

tively. Simtlariy, we define the direct spectrums Sp( X, A) = {IF>(La), »r ,̂} and 5P K(X, A) =

Definition 1.1 The inverse limit groups

kp(.X,A;G,C,Q) = l ^
p-the dimensional Alcxandrov-Cech K-homology group and Victories K-group of relations of ( JC, A)
over(<2,<7) respectively. The direct limit groups

to,

1;<7,C;Q) * -»Sp v( X. A) are called theo-dimensional Alexandrov-Cech K -cohomo-
logy group and Alexander ff-cohomology group of relations of(X.A) over(G,g) respectively.

In case A - ^ o r X - j l w e obtain the corresponding groups for the space X or A. It
can be proved the following result

Theorem 1.1 If JC consists of one vertex and G * gthen the Alcxandrov-fcech JC-homology
[JC-cohomology] and the Vietoris K~ homology [Alexander K- cohomology) groups are isomorphic
to the Alexandrov-fcech homology [cohomology] and the Vietoris homology [Alexander cohomology]
groups, respectively.

2. INDUCED HOMOMORPHISMS, BOUNDARY AND COBOUNDARY
OPERATORS

The induced homomorphisms for the homology and cohomology groups given in Defi-
nition 1.1 are defined as follows: Let / : (X,A) —* {Y,B) be in the category Q. Corresponding
to/there is at least one relation map/: (X,A;o\,ai,£,£) ~*{Y, B;e\,at\t,t),[%\. Consider
that /o-o : Lgi —» L9 and f^g ; M^ —» Ma are the associated simplicial maps of / . Also /
defines the function $f : tl(Y,B) -+ O{X,A) by: 4>f(a) » & = f~l (a). The map <j>f and the
homomorphisms/«-„[£.„] formamap*(/) : Sf(X,A) - • S,iY,B)l4>(f) : S^X,A) -*
S%( Y,B)h [9]. Analogously, the maps V ( / ) : $P(Y, B) -> ^ ( JC, A) [* ( / ) : 8*(V, B) -
&"(X, A}] are defined

Definition2.1 The limit homomorphisms of the maps<»(/), & / ) , ¥ ( / ) and<r'{/) are called
/ , the induced, by homomorphisms. They are denoted by / . , /*, /* BB& 1* respectively.

The iC-homology and cohomology groups, defined above, of (X, A), JC and A are de-
fined as limits of suitable spectrums of groups defined over the directed sets Ci(X, A), ti(X)
and Q(A) respectively. In order to define the boundary and coboundaiy operators and discuss
the exactness, it will be convenient to have equivalent definitions in which all these spectrums are
defined over the same directed set It appears that the directed set tl(X, A) is most suitable for
this purpose.

Foreacha€ft(JC,j4) the short exact sequence

(2.1)

of chain complexes, defines the exact sequence, [10]:

Ta ... Hp

where dg, denotes the connected homomorphism of the sequence (2.1), [11]. Ta is called K-
homology sequence of La over (G,G). Similarly, the JC-cohomology sequence T" of La and
jr-homology[JC-«ohomology] sequence T% [T$\ of Ma over ((?,<?) are defined. If a < 0, then
the projection ir on (X, A) defines the simplicial maps w â, w â> which in turn, induce the homo-
morphsims n^,,: Tp -»Ta, n«fi : V — Tp, Tip,,: Tjf -»T% and flap : T$ -»if.



Definition 2.2 The limit sequence of Ihe inverse spectrum {Ta,

is called the Alenandrov-Cech [Victoria] adjusted JC-homology sequence ol(X.A). The Alexandrov-

fech [Alexander] adjusted iT-cohomology sequence of ( X, A):

is the limit sequence of the direct spectrum {I**,

The next result gives a comparison between the groups with the subscript {X,A) with

the groups without this subscript

Lemma 2.1 There are isomorphisms:

Proof Define the maps 0 : Q{X,A) -* Q(A) and i> : CHX.A) -+ Q(X) by: if
aeCl(X,A) ando/ » a? flvi. thenfl,, » a'andy>o. - m. Since La, -L(<,and £.„, - L*,,the
maps 0 and 1> and the appropriate identity maps of the £-homology groups yield maps of inverse
spectrums: * : SJA) - {#,<£,„), * A o $. Q(A\,4)} and «P : SP(X) -+ {ffp(Z,Ol),#fln..
HCJC.-A)} where5p(A) andSP(X) are defined over Q(ji) and Q(X) , respectively. The limits
o f * and* are0w : b*(A;G,G;n) -» #pU;GtC7)<jt^ and^» : #p(JC;G,G';ft) -*

kf(X; G, G\XM • ^ o r cohomology, * and ¥ are maps of direct spectrums; their limit are 0s0 :
&>(A',G,Gfyxjo -• JtoAG.ff.Q) andifr" : b*{X;G,G\xA - ^{XiG.ff.a). In
order to prove that the homomorphsinu 0a,, ^aei 9°° and V>* are isomorphisms it suffices to mention
that the image of 0 is a cofinal subset of II ( A) «nd that the image of i> is a cofinal subset of O ( X),
[9]. Similarly, we have isomorphisms $„ : fl,(A;G,C;Q) -» ^ ( A j G . O c j t ^ ) , ifr« :
HP(X;G,G';Q) -, Bp{X;G,G)ixA,V* : ^U;G,C)(x^) -» H>>U;G,G'in) and
r : ffp(X; G,C)(j(>it) - . ff»(X; G.C-.a) which prove the lemma.

Definition 2.3 The boundary operators

and the coboundary operators

6*: k'U;G,G';Cl) - J^ and 5*: 5*(J:iJ4:G!,G';Q)

are defined by:

^ , U . f and V

respectively.

Now, we have the triples of functions k. = {kp,f.,d*},k. = {HpJ.,bt), k* =
{^,/',6*} and k* = {^,/',S*} where *F,ffplJJ»,fl»] denote the Alexandrov-Gsch, Vi-
etoris homology [Alcxandrov-Cech. Alexander cohomology] groups which are defined for every

object {X,A) of the category Q, and for each non-negative integer p, the functions/., / , , f, ]•

are the induced homomorphisms by a continuous map / : (X, A) —* (Y, B) of the category Q,

and dt, 5,[6*, &'] are the boundary [coboundaryj homomorphisms.

Definition 2.4 The Alcxandrov-fcech, Vietoris [Atexandrov-fech, Alexander] JC-homology

[K- cohomology] constructions of relations are the triples k.,k*[k*, H*].

i. ISOMORPHISMS

This article is devoted to study the relation between the homology constructions k., B.

and also between the cohomology constructions k*,H*.

Assume that the vertices of La, are ordered so that the vertices of any simplex of La, have
a simple order. Let L'a « ( L«,, L'^ ) be the barycentric subdivision of Lm, [ 13], and ta : L'a -» La

the simplicial map which maps each vertex of L'a, that is simplex of L«,, to its first vertex in the
given order [8].

Lemma 3.1 The maps 0o- an4 (£ are isomorphisms.

Proof It is known that any simplicial complex and its barycentric subdivision have the same

homology and cohomology groups, [10]. Hence L . and L'a have the same if-homology and K-

cohomology groups. Define i>a : L'tt -* A/o as follows: if tf is a vertex of L'm, choose V>ol/ € X

so that il>ay' e v for each y € y* and so that, if y' is a vertex of L ^ , V'air' € A and y>n|/ € y

for each y e y' [8]. The map 0 a is a simplicial map, and the homomorphisms i>a. and V»i are

uniquely determined. One can show that the maps ua = V'.Oi.': Hp(La) -» Hp(Ma) and

n« = 0 i ~ ' ^ = ff"(^<.) -» ^ ( i . ) are isomorphisms, [8].

Lemma 3.2 If/3 € £ l ( J t , ^ ) , a € Q ( r , B ) anfl£^, : 1/ -» L . . (^r : Mp -* Ma

are the associated simplicial maps of the map of relations £ : (X,A,0\,fh,e,e) -* {Y,B, aa, 02 ,£ ,£) ,

then f^, + w>) = uafa and t j ^ - f^ffe.

Proof Let (^a : LJ, —» L^ be a simplicial map induced by (pa. Then the maps ipai>t,

ifijhf and Qfiet'fr, a16 contiguous, [8].
fore, ifi*.wfl = Watpa- Similarly, f i ^ ^

(KW^-W^L'^y. Thus a.w^ = Utnda and n.B, = «„!)„,, where da[da], 6a[ia] are the

connected homomorphisms, [11].
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Theorem 3.1 There are natural isomorphisms:

f,to) and

Proof According to Lemma 3.2 the identity map on Q (Jf, A) and the isomorphisms {u>a}
form a map A : SP{X,A) -* S%{X,A). It is easy to show that the limit homomorphism X. of X is
an isoraoiphisra, [9]. In view of Lemma (3.2), wa commutes with / „ . and we have 3«wo = u^ da.
These commtitativities prove the naturality of X.. For cohomology the proof is analogous.

Thus we have the following main result

Theorem 3.2 On the category Q the Alexandrov-CechiT- homology [ Jf-cohomology] con-
stniction of relations k,[ &'] and the Victoria JC-homology {Alexander K- cohomology] construc-
tion of relations Kt[ k*] and the Victoria JC-homology [Alexander K* cohomotogyj construction of
relations H.I k*] are isomorphic.

4. AXIOMATIC CHARACTERIZATION

In the present article the Afexandrov-Cech if-homology[#-cohomology] construction
k,[k*]is considered from the point of view of the axioms of Eilenberg-Streenrod for the homol-
ogy and cohomology theories [9].

It u not difficult to show that the construction fc.lk'] is a covariant [contravariant]
functor from the category Q to the category Q of commutative groups and their homomorphisms.

Lemma 4.1 LH / : (X, A) -» (Y,B) be in Q and_ f/A : A — B be its restriction, then
d.f. = (f\A\d.ss&r6'(f\A)r.

Proof The formula for homology is an immediate consequence of the commutadvity relations
in the diagram

/ . I UfW. . (4.1)

where ( / [A), and (f\A)', are defined as the appropriate limit maps. The comtnutativity of the
right square of diagram (4.1) follows from the definitions of 0<», (f\A). and (f\A)'., Consider
that a € ft(K, B) and 0/a = <J € ti{X, A). The naturality of the connected homomorphisms
implies that

On considering the idea of limit of inverse systems the commuua'vity of the left square of diagram
(4.1) is obtained The proof for cohomology is similar.

Theorem 4.1 Thg K- homology [K- cohomology] sequence of (X, A) € Q over a pair of co-
efficient groups (G.Qis isomorphic with the adjustedK-homology [ K-cohomology] sequence.

Proof We shall only cany out the proof for homology, the proof for cohomology is quite
similar. In view of Lemma (2.1) we need only to verify commutadvity relations in the diagram

\U

Commutativity in die left-hand triangle is a direct consequence of the definition of d,. In view of
[9] (Chapter VOL 3.18) one can show that <0«><. - 0 » i . and/lV» • /•

Corollary 4.1 If {C, A) € Q. then the K- homology [ K- cohomology] sequence of (X, A)
is semiexact [exact].

Proof According to theorem (4.1) the exactness of the A"-homology and if-cohomology
sequences is replaced by the exactness of the adjusted sequences. The adjusted sequences arc
however limits of spectrams of exact sequences defined over £l(X,A). Thus the proof of this
corollary is a consequence of [9].

Combining Lemma (4.1) and Corollary (4.1) yields the following main result.

Theorem 43, The Alexaitdrov-Cech cohomology construction of relations k* is a contravari-
ant f'functor on the category Q.
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